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内容概要

　　《阅读通3》讲述了：Multiple-Choice Questions An important rule to remember when answering
multiple-choice questions is to read the answers first. This way， youll view each answer separately and equally，
without “jumping” on the first and easiest one. Look for an answer that not only seems right on its own but
completes the question smoothly. If the question asks why something occurs， then your answer must be a cause.
Try to eliminate any obviously poor answers. Suspect as a possible right answer phrases such as “all of the above，
” “none of the above，” or “two of the above.” Check the wording of questions to notice qualifying phrases
such as “all of the following are true ex- cept...” or “which two of the below are not...”。
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章节摘录

　　Objective tests are those that include questions in a true/false， multiple-choice， matching， or fill-in
format. Usually the answer is provided but the student must de- cide among several possibilities.　　1. True/False
Questions True/false questions are the easiest test questions for the obvious reason that you have at least a fifty-fifty
chance of getting the right answer. First， be sure you have read the question correctly. Look for words such as
always or never， these words often indicate a false answer. Words such as often， usually， rarely， or
sometimes can indicate a true answer. Decide if the statement is totally true before you mark it true. Answer what
the tester intended， not what you read into the question. For example， the statement "General Motors produces
compact cars" is true. If the question had read "General Motors alone produces compact cars，" then it would be
false. On true/false questions， stick with your first impression. Studies have shown over and over that your first
impression is usually right， so be slow to change your answer， if you change it at all. A statement is more likely
to be true if it is a fairly long statement； it takes more qualifiers to make a true statement than a false one.　　2.
Multiple-Choice Questions An important rule to remember when answering multiple-choice questions is to read
the answers first. This way， youll view each answer separately and equally， without "jumping" on the first and
easiest one. Look for an answer that not only seems right on its own but completes the question smoothly. If the
question asks why something occurs， then your answer must be a cause. Try to eliminate any obviously poor
answers. Suspect as a possible right answer phrases such as "all of the above，" "none of the above，" or "two of the
above." Check the wording of questions to notice qualifying phrases such as "all of the following are true ex- cept..."
or "which two of the below are not..." Statistically， the least likely correct answer on a multiple-choice question is
the first choice. When in doubt， pick the longer of two answers. But， just as in true/false sections， always put
something down. Even an educated guess is better than leaving the question blank and get- ting it wrong for sure.　
　3. Sentence Completion or Fill-In Questions These generally ask for an exact word from memory. They dont
allow for much error， so make sure your answer is a Ioqical part of the sentence as a whole。
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